Convert your tractor into a productive forest machine.

A VALBY SGR Tractor Grapple lets you skid multiple tree-length stems from your cutting location
to your processing location. You can also use the tractor grapple to lift light logs, slabs, brush and
stacks of pulpwood completely off the ground, helping you keep the material clean and dry

VALBY SGR 76 Tractor Grapples are built using a bypass
design whereby the single tine on one side of the grapple
passes through the gap between the double tines on the
opposite side of the grapple. The tines tighten up
completely on the load, keeping it balanced and in control.
The result is that logs are easily picked up and rolled in.
The SGR 48 is designed for lighter duty work, and
accomplishes the same task using one tine on each side.

All models are built with the hinge point close to the
tractor, enabling the tractor to turn sharply when skidding.
The SGR 76 and SGR 60 have a hydraulic side shift of
30 degrees left and right of center, allowing the user to pick
up logs without having to reposition the tractor or dismount to
reposition the grapple. The SGR 48, being lighter, has a
manual side shift.

Additional Features,
Benefits &
Specifications
The side-shift function enables easy placement of the
material in stacks. The height of the stacks depends on
the tractor, but four to five foot stacking heights are
typical. Generally speaking, tractors with hydraulic top
links are able to stack higher. Also assists in grabbing
loads that are not perfectly centered behind tractor as well
as assists skidding your load out of the wood when in tight locations.

Side Shift Hydraulics

Additional Features Include
Parking Stand.
Grease Fittings at every pivot point.
Heavy duty construction made from
Hardox Steel (SGR60 and SGR76)

Butt Plate
The butt plate enables the
grapple to bunch logs and
piles, and prevents logs
from damaging the tractor
when being picked up.

Model

Weight

Side Shift

SGR 48

220 lbs

Manual

SGR 60

660 lbs

SGR 76

790 lbs

Pressure

Heel Bar
The heel bar enables light
logs to be lifted and
stacked, prevents logs
from getting hung up on
the frame, and keeps logs
in line while skidding.

Tractor HP

Hitch

Hydraulics

2900 psi

20-40

Cat l

1 Circuit

Hydraulic

2900 psi

40-70

Cat l or ll

2 Circuits

Hydraulic

2900 psi

70-100

Cat ll

2 Circuits
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